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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a proof of concept that addresses
the assumption and limitation of linear local boundaries by Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME), a popular technique used
to add interpretability and explainability to black box models. LIME is a
versatile explainer capable of handling different types of data and models.
At the local level, LIME creates a linear relationship for a given prediction through generated sample points to present feature importance. We
redefine the linear relationships presented by LIME as quadratic relationships and expand its flexibility in non-linear cases and improve the
accuracy of feature interpretations. We coin this use of quadratic relationships as QLIME and demonstrate its viability by comparing its utility
to LIME on a black box model. Using data from a global staffing company, the goal of the model is to predict successful candidate placements.
QLIME adds explainability to the model and shows an improvement for
both successful and unsuccessful predictions, and our quadratic approach
is validated with mean squared error (MSE) improvements of 3.8% and
2.9%.

1

Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) powers the logic behind many everyday activities and
the growth of AI integration continues. AI is especially prevalent in product and
movie recommendations, chatbots, disease diagnoses, or forecast predictions [1].
By 2021, global investment in these fields are expected to reach upwards of $52
billion USD with an estimated revenue of nearly $2.6 trillion USD [2]. However,
AI models often face challenges in adoption.
Data science is an umbrella term that encompasses both AI and machine
learning (ML). The models used in AI are developed and refined for better
performance and a focus on improving metrics such as accuracy at the expense of
interpretation [3] [2]. These opaque solutions are known as black box models and
can obscure features and include a mechanism of bias and misunderstanding [4].
The lack of interpretability arising from black box models challenges workplace adoption [5]. While these types of algorithms are helpful with analyzing
data and making predictions and decisions, their immediate use can bring about
some skepticism due to a lack of transparency [6]. According to a 2019 study by
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the International Institute for Analytics, only 10% of companies have successfully deployed enterprise AI models [7]. Understanding the rationale behind a
model’s predictions would help with the acceptance of a model. Especially true
of financial [8], medical [9], and legal [10] industries, regulatory bodies have strict
requirements on model explainability.
Explainable AI (XAI) is a research field with a goal of bringing transparency
to black box models and making them interpretable and understandable to human users. Explainability comes from the result of a number of topics in AI.
These topics include 1) transparency which is the right to interpretable explanations regarding predictions, 2) causality being the right to a mechanistic understanding behind a learned model, 3) bias to ensure that learned models have
an unbiased view of the world, 4) fairness to verify that decisions from learned
models were made fairly, and 5) safety to bring confidence in the reliability of a
learned model such as confidence intervals [11].
Attention towards the explainability of black box models has surged recently
in both academia and practice, partly due to the widespread interest towards
expanded use of black box models [2]. Currently, there are a handful of explainability frameworks for data scientists to apply to their models. Choosing an
explainability framework is largely dependent on the data, model application,
and requirements.
Our contributions in this paper are motivated by a case from a global staffing
company. Employee matching is either overly laborious or leverages a black box
system that provides matches with no details on the match criteria. As a result,
placement managers individually assign job candidates to jobs in a subjective
manner, versus a data driven approach. This results in a higher than desired
turnover and uncompleted job assignments.
Prediction models can be a huge benefit for staffing companies but the lack
of transparency hinders its adoption [12]. We address interpretability by applying a Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME) based technique
and propose the use of a Quadratic Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (QLIME) technique. QLIME expands on the linear limitations of LIME
by redefining these linear relationships to be quadratic. In doing so, we maintain the integrity of LIME as a computationally quick and powerful explainer
while adjusting for non-linear relationships using a quadratic approximation. We
utilize this QLIME framework on a black box model predicting employee placement success to test its viability. The novelty of QLIME improves the mean
squared error (MSE) that LIME’s linear relationship provides at the local level.
This proof of concept addresses LIME’s linear limitation when boundaries are
non-linear.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
an overview of some examples of available explainers. Section III outlines the
methodology of our black box model and QLIME implementation. In Section
IV, we compare our results of using QLIME and LIME and discuss some implications in Section V. Finally, we present our conclusions and opportunities for
future research in Section VI.
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2

Overview of Explainer Frameworks

As modeling methods are developed with uninterpretable outputs, different approaches to create frameworks for explaining feature importance are undertaken.
Most applications for AI fall into data categories for image, text, tabular, or any
combination of these data types. However, not all explainers are versatile enough
to accommodate all three data types. SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations)
and LIME are the two primary explainers that can handle these three data types.
Interpretation of explanations must also be human understandable [13]. For
example, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method may be used to
reduce feature dimensionality to produce inputs to the model [14]. These inputs
may not be human understandable, and therefore, the variables that feed the
PCA should be considered in the explanation not the PCA’s feature reduced set.
2.1

SHAP

In 2017, a unified framework for interpreting models called SHAP [15] was developed, named after the ”Shapley Values” technique in game theory developed
by L. S. Shapley. The Shapley values describe how much any feature contributes
to the prediction of a model, and SHAP considers all possible permutations of
a model. This makes SHAP comprehensive and as a result it is computationally
intensive. SHAP is a post hoc explainer, meaning it is applied after the model,
and uses a class called additive feature attribution. SHAP is model agnostic, and
can be used with images and tabular data. However, due to the computational
requirements of SHAP, we selected a LIME based post hoc explainer.
2.2

LIME

The LIME explainer is a local and thus less computationally intensive alternative
to SHAP. LIME trains local interpretable models to approximate individual predictions in a series of steps. This process involves perturbing the inputs, followed
by observing the output of the general (black box) model to understand how the
predictions change with different observations. If perturbations at the local level
produce a change in the general model, the feature is deemed important. The
level of change determines the ranking of feature importance.
LIME explanations are determined by equation 1 below [13]. G represents
potentially interpretable models such as general linear models and decision trees.
Each individual model in G is represented by g. The measure of complexity of g
is Ω(g). For example, the number of trees could be a measure of complexity in
a decision tree. In this case, the number of trees would be represented by Ω(g).
The general or black box model being explained is f. The fidelity or measure
of how faithful g is in approximating f is L. Fidelity looks at how closely the
local model represents the general model at the local level. The explanation of
L occurs within the defined locality Πx and the goal of LIME is to minimize L
and Ω(g) [13] [16].
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ξ(x) = argminL(f, g, Πx ) + Ω(g), g ∈ G

(1)

The LIME technique can be a great option for creating interpretable model
explanations but there are limitations. A linear function may not be enough
to explain local perturbations for non-linear behaviors. In some cases, reducing
the locality may be helpful but each problem may require creative and custom
solutions and a local boundary that is too narrow risks efficacy. A deterministic
approach to capture a sample relevant to the data may be more appropriate than
random perturbations [17]. Figure 1 shows an example of weighted perturbations
around a point of interest within local boundaries.

Fig. 1. Perturbed and Weighted Points Around the Point of Interest.

3

Methodology

The need for explainability arises from more complex, black box models that
offer limited, if any, human understandable interpretations. While there are
many models that are interpretable (such as generalized linear models or random
forests), neural networks and ensembles are becoming more popular.
We use data from a staffing agency to create an ensemble of three models.
This black box model serves as an example to which we can obtain explanations.
Using the LIME framework as a foundation, we also introduce the intuition
behind obtaining and using a quadratic approximation. LIME is available as an
open source Python package. To implement our quadratic transformation, we
created customized Python code that provides access to each step in the LIME
framework shown in Figure 6.
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3.1

Data

Our data comes from a global industrial staffing company utilizing a franchise
model with hundreds of locations within the United States. The company has
grown through acquisitions and as a result the data falls short on consistency
in formatting and completion. To remedy data issues, we used a combination of
data munging techniques using both Python and Alteryx to condition the data
into a format appropriate for analysis.
Our final data set contains 64 features and one predictor label. Table 1 shows
a categorized summary of the data with indications of created, existing, and
consolidated features. To capture resume and job posting information, a Natural
Language Processing (NLP) technique was used to engineer a similarity feature.
The similarity calculation uses cosine similarity and a spaCy English dictionary,
a technique leveraged for similar semantic analysis [18]. We created our target
variable based on the number of hours an employee worked at a job with a success
cutoff of 80+ hours. Data with expected assignments less than this cutoff were
removed to prevent undue bias for the unsuccessful class. Our binary classifier
models use 1 to indicate a job placement success and a 0 to represent unsuccessful
job placements. The 0 and 1 indicators are used in remainder of this paper. Figure
2 shows the balance of the label which is relatively balanced with a 43/57 split.
Table 1. The Model Features and Label.

Category

Created Existing Consolidated Grand Total

Geography
Job Details
Pay
Schedule
Skills and Experience
NLP
Label

1
1
1
1

Grand Total

4

3
2
1
6
1

24

13

48

24

3
26
1
7
26
1
1
65

Fig. 2. Balance of Data Labels.
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The data is comprised of 50MM+ records regarding employee or job geography, skills and skill requirements, experience, and availability needs and
preferences. After cleaning and filtering to recent years (2017+) and relevant
geographies, we were left with 2.5MM records. Figure 3 shows the employee
placements made by the staffing company in the US.

Fig. 3. Employee Placements in the US, color coded by Success.

3.2

Generating a black box model

While there are many cases where a single model is best suited for a problem, situations arise where multiple models compete against each other for their utility.
Ensembling multiple models together is increasing in popularity but is limited
in use due to the added complexity of doing so. For the purposes of creating a
black box model with high complexity to gauge the performance of both QLIME
and LIME, we look at a stacked ensemble of three models:
1. Generalized Linear Model (GLM): A common and well understood approach
to predicting outputs based on given inputs are linear models. These models
can be very elementary and use only one variable or can be complex and use
a variety of variables to predict an output [19].
2. Random Forest (RF): Classifiers represent another approach to machine
learning. A random forest classifier is a decision tree algorithm that utilizes
several decision tree models to aggregate a single prediction [20].
3. Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM): An alternative decision tree approach
is known as gradient boosting machine, where a gradient descent is used to
gauge a forward stage-wise additive model and thus minimize the loss [21].
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Each of the four models (GLM, RF, GBM, and ensemble) were created using H2O.ai, an open-source machine learning product. All models were trained
and tested using an 80/20 train/test split. The ensemble model uses a stacked
technique. This technique is an improvement over an averaging ensemble where
each model contributes the same amount to the prediction. A weighted average
ensemble weights the more successful models more than the others. Our stacked
approach aims to improve upon the weighted average approach by taking the
outputs of sub-models and uses them as inputs to learn the best way to combine
the input predictions to optimize final predictions [22].
3.3

QLIME

The intuition behind LIME is to bridge the gap between interpretability and
model creation (particularly those in the more complex categories), essentially
turning ”black box” algorithms into ”white-box” ones. LIME’s framework produces linear approximations of key features in order to demonstrate what features or attributes hold the greatest influential impact on our models. Incorrect
patterns within the classifier outputs can then be corrected. While this brings
interpretability into the ever-growing pool of classifiers, this process holds an
inherent limitation by assuming all boundaries are linear [23]. Fundamentally,
LIME relies on sparse linear explanations to approximate feature importance
by looking at the magnitude and direction of coefficients. Least squared error
is used as a loss function for the linear regressions. This brings quantitative
and qualitative understanding of our models, but its reliance becomes heavily
unfavorable in nonlinear relationships between features and predictions.
We relate this process to taking the derivative of a higher order (quadratic)
function in order to arrive at a simpler, linear generalization of the relationship
between a variable and our output within a certain localized boundary. This
generalization is essentially the slope or correlation between these two entities.
This slope is expected to change as our features change in value; for the purposes
of this paper, the dynamic slope will be treated as a static one, as listed in our
assumptions below.
For QLIME, we treat our linear approximations as tangential steps (derivatives) within a larger, more complex function. We use this approach to integrate
our linear relationships to generate a quadratic function to better explain the
relationship between our features and our outputs. Figure 4 shows an example
of the improvement QLIME has over LIME for a non-linear boundary and the
following assumptions are made:
1. The range (domain) of our feature(s) in LIME’s linear approximations is
equal to the range of our QLIME approximation and is dependent on our
data
2. The linear regression captures the relationship between our features and
predictions in a tangential fashion, and can therefore be represented as a
derivative function of F, where F’ = G.
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3. The relationship between features and predictions then can be categorized
as a higher order function by integrating G and reintroducing a bias, C:
Z
G=F +C
(2)
4. The change in this relationship is either infinitely small or zero. That is, we
make the assumption that there is only one curvature of best fit between our
features and predictions.
5. For relationships where there is minimal gain in the loss function using a
higher order function, a linear relationship will be approximated by the restricted range.

Fig. 4. A General Comparison of a Quadratic and Linear Approximation.

Where a linear relationship may result in some of our predictions being very
close to or on the line itself, a higher order function may help differentiate these
points into their proper categories. LIME outputs provide the weights of our
features to indicate their significance and importance in their respective linear
equations. Using these weights as a foundation, we can integrate them to backtrack and retrieve a higher order function in the following manner:
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If the coefficient between feature x and prediction G is 0.8, then we can
establish the equation:
G(x) = 0.8x
(3)
Taking the integral of this relationship results in:
Z
Z
Gdx = 0.8 xdx

(4)

Since F’ = G (as established in our assumptions above):
Z
F = Gdx

(5)

F = 0.4x2 + C

(6)

A LIME coefficient that is greater than one will be more suggestive of a
higher order relationship between our features and outputs due to a greater
vertical stretch. A smaller LIME coefficient (between zero and one) will produce
a vertical compression of our higher order relationship, yielding evidence of a
more linear relationship between our features and our outputs. In both scenarios,
we achieve a quadratic fit that is a parent function to our LIME linear equation
and fit more uniformly to our data. Figure 5 shows where a quadratic fit to the
data would improve a misclassification that a linear fit may produce.

Fig. 5. QLIME Misclassification Improvement.
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Our workflow in Figure 6 involves multiple steps starting with the execution
of the black box model to generate predictions. The target data or job candidate
to interpret is selected, and a dense field of perturbations around the target data
are created and weighted. Weights are determined by calculating the Euclidean
distance between the target data and neighborhood observations. These weights
are included in the data to create predictions using the black box model. The
predictions are added as a feature to the data set used in the local model.
The local model in LIME uses a linear model and this is where the quadratic
transformation occurs. The coefficients are used for to explain the predictions of
the target data or candidate.

Fig. 6. QLIME Workflow.
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4

Results

A generalized linear model, gradient boost model, random forest model, and
stacked model using all three models were developed with parameters set to
minimize the loss. The minimized loss is denoted by the area under the curve
(AUC) value, a common performance metric for classification problems. These
AUC values are shown in Table 2. We select the stacked ensemble model since
it is a better representation of a black box model and refer to this model as our
general model as opposed to the local model in LIME.

Table 2. The Model Results.

Model

AUC

GLM
GBM
RF
Stacked Ensemble

0.6297
0.7093
0.7648
0.7545

The top six features (of either ordinal, categorical, or numerical values)
deemed as important for the general model using LIME are shown in Table
3 below. The most influential features are categorized as Job Shift Times, Location, Pay Rate, Education, Similarity of Job Description to Position Held, and
Employee Job History. None of the features listed are surprising and make logical sense to impact the number of hours an employee works. For this data set
in particular, neither LIME nor QLIME differ in their important features shown
at the local level.
Table 3. Important Features.

Rank Features
1
2
3
4
5
6
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To demonstrate the benefit of using QLIME over LIME, we select the most
important continuous numeric feature, Pay Rate. Continuous data types best
illustrate this type of improvement since we integrate over a continuous range of
values local to the data. We iterate through several observations selected at random to determine the impact of introducing QLIME. Comparing the quadratic
and linear fit to our data, we use the mean squared error (MSE) as our metric
of comparison. In Table 4, we show the average MSE improvement that QLIME
has over LIME for our label classifications.
Table 4. QLIME MSE Improvement Over LIME Using Pay Rate Feature.

Label Class Improvement in MSE
0
1

5

3.8%
2.9%

Analysis

Using data from a staffing company to build a predictive black box model, our
work shows that applying a quadratic transformation at the local level for a
continuous variable, Pay Rate, improves the fidelity of the model’s approximation over LIME’s linear approximation. Here, we discuss the benefits of using a
quadratic approximation, taking into account some implications on the locality
aspect of this framework and combat against bias.

5.1

QLIME’s Benefit

The important features remained the same in both LIME and QLIME. Both our
quadratic proof of concept and LIME were implemented to quantify a continuous feature in both our class labels. QLIME’s performance is validated as an
improvement against LIME as measured by the MSE for Pay Rate on both label
classes (Table 4). Although this improvement is small in magnitude, it is large
in its implications. The quadratic estimator captured some subtleties within our
data, and as a result, was a better fit for our data.
We attribute the improved performance to the non-linear approach within
the local boundaries. In this paper, we demonstrated the benefit of using QLIME
on tabular data with a non-linear boundary. LIME-based explainers can handle
various other data types, and this improvement may be especially appreciated
in image and audio data [24]. These data tend to encompass relationships that
are non-linear in nature and their explainability may potentially benefit from a
quadratic local model.
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5.2

Locality Considerations

The locality of an observation is determined when fitting the local model by
applying weights to the perturbed data. These weights are determined by calculating the distance between the perturbed data and the observation to be
explained. There is no set rule for the locality (Πx ) range since the range is
dependent on the data and model which requires some consideration.
A dense field of data around the target observation is recommended for best
results to help the local model find boundaries [25] and a deterministic approach
for creating perturbations can minimize unlikely data points in the perturbed
data set [17]. An alternative method to generalize model decision logic involves
input gradient penalties. This method is an extension of LIME’s local perturbations, but can be more reliable in some instances [26].

5.3

Bias

There is a higher order need for explainability beyond understanding feature
attribution, which is the need for model transparency to minimize algorithmic
bias. Personally identifiable information (PII) may be necessary in some models,
however this leaves room for models with discriminatory or unethical decisions.
Although interpretability itself is not sufficient to prevent bias, explainability
is necessary for evaluating at a high level why a model makes particular decisions [27].
Biased models can have real world impact. For instance, in crime data analysis, a biased algorithm that over- stated the risk probability of people of color
lead to longer sentencing, higher bail and skewed recidivism predictions [28].
There has also been an increase in legislation that requires interpretability [29],
and human understandable explanations of model outcomes [30].
In any case, bias can be introduced into models intentionally or unintentionally. Detection often relies on subject matter expertise to review the features
captured by an explainer for unexpected feature importance values. Additional
steps to check for evidence of bias disparity is recommended [31]. This is especially true of models that may have been designed to intentionally exploit
data [30].

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a quadratic framework (QLIME) that addresses the
linear limitations of LIME and helps generalize the interpretations of black box
models. The expansion of LIME that QLIME provides maintains the integrity
and efficiency of LIME as an explainer while providing quadratic relationships
between variables and predictions.
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The utility of QLIME is confirmed by comparing it to LIME in explaining a
stacked black box ensemble model made of a generalized linear model, a random
forest model, and a gradient boosting machine model. An improvement is seen
using MSE as our comparison metric. This supports the proof of concept that
the non-linear nature of QLIME offers an improvement over LIME, indirectly
aiding the endeavor towards increased model adoption in industrial applications.
There are a number of methodologies to expand on the power of explainers.
A limitation inherent to LIME (and subsequently QLIME) is the locality aspect. Expanding the local region would capture a larger population of possible
values and further generalize the scope of work. Although varying by industrial
and applicable domain, an investigation to expanding the local region warrants
further investigation. However, larger ranges openly invite possible higher complexities. To offset this complication, increasing the order of our explainer beyond
a quadratic approach to consider higher ordered polynomials (while keeping in
mind the added complexity) is a viable option.
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